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 Trans as Bodily Becoming: Rethinking
 the Biological as Diversity, Not
 Dichotomy

 RIKI LANE

 Feminist and trans theory challenges "the" binary sex/gender system, but can create a

 new binary opposition of subversive transgender versus conservative transsexual. This

 paper aims to shift debate concerning bodies as authentic/real versus constructed/mut

 able, arguing that such debate establishes a false dichotomy that may be overcome by

 reappraising scientific understandings of sex/gender. Much recent biology and neurol

 ogy stresses nonlinearity, contingency, self-organization, and open-endedness.
 Engaging with this research offers ways around apparently interminable theoretical
 impasses.

 This ... is perhaps the most controversial issue in sex and
 gender theory. Is the basis of gender identity essential and
 biologically based or is it socially constructed? (Whittle 2006,
 xiii)

 Trans1 and most feminist scholarship rarely engages with the details of the bi
 ological body.2 Although biological essentialism versus social constructionism
 has been posed as a central debate in feminism and in trans studies, such as in
 the Transgender Studies Reader (TSR) (Whittle 2006), few contributions to this

 major collection address that binary. Yet an apparent polarization between
 "queer/transgender" and "people of transsexual origins" activists tends to create
 a binary between "subversive transgender" and "conservative transsexual"
 identities (Namaste 2000; Serano 2007), which raises political and theoretical
 questions about the status of embodiment in understanding trans and gender as
 social, but also material, phenomena. This paper argues that the conceptual
 and political dividing line now less concerns nurture against nature than sup

 Hypatia vol. 24, no. 3 (Summer, 2009) (C by Hypatia, Inc.
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 port for diversity against dichotomy. By welcoming the direct assault on bina
 ries of gender by "gender outlaws," and accepting people who live without their
 gender identity being constantly marked as "abnormal" (however they iden
 tify-trans, transgender, of transsexual origins, and so on), we can regenerate a
 movement as an alliance for "making the world safe and just for people of all
 genders and sexualities" (Serano 2007, 358). We need to get past binaries of
 gender in general and trans in particular, such as essentialism versus construc
 tionism and subversive versus conservative gender identities. Debates about
 bodies as authentic/real versus bodies as constructed/mutable presuppose a false
 dichotomy. Reappraising biological and neurological science of sex and gender
 can help overcome this dichotomy. This paper argues that, while arguments for
 a biological role in gender development need careful scrutiny, they should not
 be rejected out of hand, especially when they stress nonlinearity, contingency,
 self-organization, open-endedness, and becoming. Mobilizing a reading of bi
 ology as open-ended and creative supports a perspective that sees sex and
 gender diversity as a continuum, rather than a dichotomy-put simply, "na
 ture" throws up all this diversity and society needs to accept it.3 To develop this
 argument, the paper first examines debates in trans and feminist studies about
 trans and gender binaries; second, it outlines feminist approaches that attempt
 to transcend essentialist/constructionist binarism; and third, it considers a
 reading of biological science as open-ended and creative of diversity. Finally, it
 offers a re-reading of recent neurological work on trans etiology.

 FEMINIST AND TRANS DEBATES

 Does social construction equal socialization theory? Feminist analysis generally
 sees biological explanations of gender as legitimating women's exclusion from
 public life and as justifying male dominance. Instead, the focus is on gender as a
 sociocultural product. Rejecting biological determinism has sometimes led to
 any mention of the biological body being seen as essentialist and has led many
 feminist researchers to ignore the details of biology, abandoning the field to
 biological science (Birke 2000, 29-34). The sex/gender distinction enthusias
 tically taken up in the 1970s often meant that gender as social product was seen
 as "our" field. Positivist scientists often mistakenly equated social-constructionist
 analysis with socialization theory about gender development (McKenna and
 Kessler 2000, 69). Feminist analysis makes the same mistake if it automatically
 rejects any biological role in gender. Although empirical evidence in recent
 years has not supported socialization theory, central to social-constructionist
 analysis is critiquing both socialization and biological research that starts by as
 suming that male and female are the only available categories (Kessler 2007).
 All human knowledge-biological and social-is socially produced and cul
 turally accepted as valid knowledge in an intricate web of institutions,
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 government policy and funding, disciplinary constraints and biases, local prac
 tices, and priorities in laboratory and school. We need to engage with
 biological explanation and incorporate it into a broader social framework; bi
 ological discourse is not necessarily any more dangerous to a progressive
 feminist or trans politics than is any other discourse. Biological determinism
 has clearly had reactionary manifestations, for example, Nazi attempts to ex
 terminate homosexuals as subhuman. However, socialization theories have also
 been reactionary when combined with heteronormative assumptions-for ex
 ample, reparative therapy on homosexual and trans people and medical
 interventions on intersex infants.
 Diana Fuss argued for a way out of the impasse of anti-essentialist paranoia,

 suggesting that all constructionism of gender relies on essentialism, as the cat
 egories of woman and man need some minimal continuity and commonality.
 Distinguishing between "deploying" and "lapsing into" essentialism-between
 radical and conservative utilization (Fuss 1989, 20)-she argues that neglect
 ing this distinction can lead to insisting that "essentialism is always and
 everywhere reactionary [which] is to act as if essentialism had an essence" (21). If
 we just dismiss "biologism," we forget that there really is biology that we have
 to theorize through investigating what is natural, biological, social, and cultural
 and how these categories develop and condition one another in discourse.
 Twenty years later, most feminism still seems deeply anxious about engagement
 with biology, as is trans studies as exemplified in the TSR. Within trans studies
 are ongoing debates about whether etiology matters, and about the significance
 of the trope of an essentially gendered "I" in transsexual narratives.
 Does the "why" of gender and especially of trans matter? Or should we just

 accept that trans people exist and get on with it? Etiological debate occupies
 much biomedical and social literature, revealing a rich history of failed biolog
 ical, psychological, and social paradigms.4 In trans politics many oppose this
 focus on "why" transsexual people exist as an act of nonacceptance (Serano
 2007, 188) or a search for a cure (Devor 1997, 585). Instead of seeking to justify
 existence we should accept that trans people live in the world and examine
 "how" they relate with social institutions (Namaste 2000, 55-56) and aim to
 create a society that welcomes gender diversity (Devor 1997, 586). However,
 transsexual people often mobilize arguments that "transsexualism is caused by
 unobservable biological mechanisms that are impervious to family dynamics"
 (434), especially to reassure family members. Advocates for removal of the
 gender identity disorder (GID) diagnosis from the Diagnostic and Statistical
 Manual often employ a neurological model, and Serano recently argued for a
 "bio-experiential model" to counter the negative impacts of social and psycho
 logical models (Serano 2008).
 I argue that yes, the "why" matters, for several reasons: first, trans people say

 it is important in their lived experience, especially around transition; second,
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 the culture-wide obsession with genetic determinism has to be addressed, not
 just ignored. Moreover, there is a strategic utility to biological discourse, espe
 cially if it challenges reductionist biological determinism. There are significant
 battles against psychiatric dominance-for example to remove or reform the
 GID diagnosis; and finally, etiology is important in "boundary disputes" about
 transsexual and transgender categories and rights.
 Is transsex conservative and transgender subversive? The category "trans

 gender" has rapidly evolved: Prince's transgenderist in the 70s as an alternative
 to transsexual for those who did not seek bodily change (Ekins and King 2006,
 13); Bornstein's transgressive anti-identity identity aimed at disrupting gender
 binaries (Bornstein 1994); Feinberg's call for a social movement of all those
 excluded by the gender binary (Feinberg 1996); defining a disciplinary field of
 research (Ekins and King 2006, 13-27). Some writers worry that explicitly
 transsexual voices are silenced or erased under transgender. Concentrating on
 the artificiality of gender can downplay the need to change the sexed body,
 which is central to transsexual lived experience. Transgender can become an
 exclusionary identity-only for those who seek to "smash the gender binary" in
 their public identities (Prosser 1998; Rubin 1998; Namaste 2000)-discount
 ing transsexual narratives in queer/trans/transgender theory and communities.
 While Rubin proposed "a ban on the question of whether transsexualism or
 transsexuals are unequivocally subversive or hegemonic" (Rubin 2003, 184),
 this binary continues to haunt discussion. Much feminist and queer theory cre
 ates a binary opposition that valorizes transgender narratives as subversive,
 social-constructionist, and challenging gender binaries, while devaluing trans
 sexual narratives as conservative, essentialist, biological-determinist, and
 gender-conformist (Rubin 1999, 178; Prosser 2006, 265). On the other side of
 this binary, some activists (who may identify as "people with transsexualism")
 mobilize biological argument to support the traditional transsexual narrative of
 "born in the wrong body," explicitly exclude transgender expression, and
 sometimes argue that "people living with transsexualism ... actually reinforce
 the binary notion of gender" (Gurney 2004, 344). Transsexualism is figured as
 biological, innate, not chosen, and therefore deserving of social and legal rec
 ognition, while transgender is figured as social, learned, and freely chosen, and
 therefore not deserving of legal gender change, only protection from discrim
 ination (Wallbank 2004). At the extreme, a supporter of replacing
 transsexualism with the "Harry Benjamin Syndrome" (HBS) says "All people
 with HBS should distance themselves from 'transgenderists' completely and
 totally" because they are attempting "to ride upon the backs of those with HBS
 to gain sympathy" (Goiar 2008).5 A more inclusive model paints the biological
 and social as interwoven in all forms of sex and gender expression and identity,
 legitimating political alliances for legal and social recognition for all gender
 positions. What is needed is critical social theory that helps build a social
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 movement of gender-variant people, rather than a limited engagement with
 sociological theory inside academia (Namaste 2000, 28-30). We need a reflex
 ive, rather than objectivist, research framework that works in a context of
 social relations located in the everyday social world and that explains how trans
 people perceive their lives and experiences. Although not the focus of this pa
 per, my ongoing research project is to "study up" the people researching trans,
 rather than "study down" the marginalized group of trans people. This research
 points to the importance of developing a new conceptual framework with
 which to replace old dichotomies and to theorize sexed/gendered embodiment
 more effectively.6

 MOVING BEYOND ESSENTIALISM AND CONSTRUCTION TO THE BODY BECOMING

 Social-constructionist theory has been enormously productive for feminist and
 other social analysis. Using "gender" to indicate the point at which society
 took over from biological sex allowed denaturalization of sex differences;
 women's anatomy no longer positioned them as condemned to subservience.
 However, this sex/gender split is increasingly questioned. One central problem
 is that sex, biology, and nature are often seen as fixed and immutable: the tabula
 rasa upon which society writes. In contrast, gender, society, and culture are
 seen as the domain of change and dynamism where everything important hap
 pens, while any biological role is minimized and pictured only as constraint
 rather than potentiality. Much feminist work destabilized the sex/gender dis
 tinction from the side of gender: arguing that we give sex differences
 importance only because we start from the assumption of heterosexuality as
 normative. In this frame, biological (or other "natural") materialities can be
 effects of discourse, with no agency or independent activity. Trans studies sim
 ilarly shies away from engagement with the biological, demonstrating the
 strong influence of lesbian, gay, and feminist theorizing on "subversivist" trans
 gender theory, as reflected in charges of essentialism about transsexual longing
 for authenticity through bodily change. This is challenged by considering the
 complex effects of hormones on trans bodies and behavior, which confound
 both heteronormative and queer accounts by simultaneously supporting and
 undermining the hegemonic understanding of hormones and behavior (Rubin
 2003, 152-60; Serano 2007, 65-76). Butler and Grosz come from opposite di
 rections in trying to grapple with "the body"-Butler's focus on the productive
 power of heteronormativity suggests that sex "was always already gender" (But
 ler 1999, 11), while Grosz's focus on irreducible sexual difference dispenses
 with gender in favor of sex. However, I argue that retaining sex and gender as
 distinct analytical categories allows understanding transsexuality as socially
 constructed without dismissing transsexual lived experience as "false con
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 sciousness" and avoids the danger of ignoring "the defining tensions of trans
 sexual narratives" (Rubin 2003, 18).
 As a social-constructionist focus on cultural practices can lose any sense of

 the lived body, treating the sexed body as a passive biological substrate (Birke
 2000, 34), theorists sought new theoretical directions. Butler's analysis con
 centrates on the materialization of the sexed body in linguistic discourse and is
 restricted to the surfaces of the body, where it becomes culturally intelligible
 (Cheah 1996). While the two sides of the nature/culture dualism operate as
 each other's limit, Butler still emphasizes the fixity of biological materialities of
 sex compared with the flexibility of gender (Roberts 2000). The bodily mate
 rialities and how they develop in lived experience remain invisible and
 unintelligible and are abandoned to the biologists. Grosz delves more deeply
 into the biological detail in Volatile Bodies (1994), discussing the lived experi
 ence and "corporeal flows" of sexed bodies. Her claim "That culture, history
 and language exist at all must, in some broad sense, be in the nature of human
 biology" (Grosz in Wilson 1999, 7) is eminently sensible to anyone from a bi
 ological background, yet seems startling coming from a feminist in the post
 structuralist tradition. It envisages a corporeal feminism that is "deeply and
 happily complicit with biological explanation" (Wilson 1999, 8). Grosz denies
 that the material body and its representations are separate (Grosz 1994, x-xi),
 suggesting a bi-directional causality between culture and matter/nature. How
 ever, the stress remains on the strategic value of cultural variability as against
 the relative fixity of the materiality of the body. The biological is predomi
 nantly theorized as constraint on the social, rather than vice versa. This allows
 the re-emergence of the passive-biological-active-social split. However, the
 orizing the interimplication of nature and culture moves the question away
 from the body as biological or social toward asking "how an examination of the
 body demonstrates the limitations of these categories" (Roberts 2000). To
 come to grips with the biological body, feminist analysis needs to move from
 ideas of the body as constraining, fixed, and given toward ideas of the "body
 becoming" as a dynamic, transformative process (Birke 2000, 136). Grosz's more
 recent work develops along this path as outlined in another section below
 (Grosz 2004, 2005).
 Feminist studies of science combine an understanding of science as a human

 cultural activity and of the intractability of the subject matter of science. Har
 away rejects both the objectivism of positivist science and the relativism of
 strong constructionism that portrays science as merely one of many rhetorical
 stories (Haraway 1991, 183-202). The problem with relativism is that political
 people have a stake in more reliable accounts of the world that can assist chal
 lenges to relations of domination. Where feminist and other critics of science
 were searching for "strong tools for deconstructing the truth claims of hostile
 science," they ended up with "epistemological electro-shock therapy," laid out
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 with "self-induced multiple personality disorder" (186). Therefore, "'our' prob
 lem is how to have simultaneously an account of radical historical contingency
 for all knowledge claims ... and a no-nonsense commitment to faithful ac
 counts of a 'real' world" (187). The solution that Haraway proposes is one of
 embodied objectivity through "situated knowledges"-a view from somewhere,
 from local contextualized perspectives. Such knowledges necessitate treating
 the objects of the world as actors and agents. Instead of passive nature being
 transformed by culture, nature/world/biology is an active agent, albeit with a
 mode of action different from that of humans. This activation "permanently
 problematizes binary distinctions like sex and gender, without however elim
 inating their strategic utility" (199). Bodies are inadequately understood either
 through biological determinism or cultural construction. Although there is no
 way to understand bodies outside of language or discourse, neither are bodies
 made by language.
 Haraway, Grosz, other theorists (Barad 1996), and feminist biologists (Span
 ier 1995; Fausto-Sterling 2000) provide new conceptual strategies. These allow
 us to undermine dualist divisions of nature and culture, of materiality and con
 struction, through understanding their interimplication and the simultaneous
 activity and agency of the social and the biological. In this context, the bio
 logical body is no longer passively constructed in discourse-it reacts back,
 affecting discourse-and we have tools to examine the detail of biological
 investigations of sex difference in bodies and brains and its application to gen
 der-variant people. In biology and psychology, conclusions from research on
 hormones and behavior using animal models have at times been applied to
 humans in too direct a manner (Fausto-Sterling 2000, 232). In research into
 human sex differences in behavior or cognition, small differences in averages
 have been read as indicating that men and women have essentially different
 types of brains. Disciplines such as sociobiology and evolutionary psychology
 have been widely criticized as their ontological reductionism, simplistic linear
 chains of causality, and genetic determinism are seen as providing reactionary
 justifications for male dominance (Roughgarden 2004, 172-75). A key under
 standing in this approach is that "biology is inseparable from its contextual
 meanings, that nature cannot be separated from nurture" (Spanier 1995, 19).
 The additive model of sociobiology ignores cumulative, nonadditive interac
 tion in development and growth. Moving beyond these dualistic approaches
 displaces the nature/culture split on both sides: evolution and nature are full of
 diversity and dynamism while human society and culture has much rigidity and
 fixity; humans are part of nature and animals have culture; complex human
 expression of sexuality and gender loses its uniqueness when situated in the
 extraordinarily diverse animal expression of sexuality and gender. Both femi
 nism and trans studies need to come to terms with new, nonlinear biology and
 realize its potential for progressive deployment. However, feminists who set out
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 to engage with the biological body in detail note that it is much easier said than
 done (Keane and Rosengarten 2002).
 Judith Butler's "Doing Justice to Someone" (2006) illustrates how to get it

 wrong when engaging with biological discourse. Considering David Reimer, a
 boy reassigned as a girl after a botched circumcision, Butler argues that initially
 Money used this tragic story to support the theory of psychosexual neutrality at
 birth (Butler 2006), then that Diamond used David's adoption of a male iden
 tity to support the theory that gender identity is largely innate (Butler 2006,
 185-86). However, she badly misrepresents Diamond as proposing merely to
 assign XY children with a small or absent penis as male instead of female, but
 still supporting early surgical intervention. This wrongly depicts Diamond, who
 is a prominent advocate opposing interventions on intersex infants.7 Butler
 appears to have been a victim of disciplinary constraint; she cites only two bi
 ological articles: Diamond and Sigmundson 1997b and Fausto-Sterling 2000,
 45-77. Yet Fausto-Sterling states: "Diamond [calls] for new treatment para
 digms-above all postponing immediate and irreversible surgery" (70).
 Does Butler's misreading matter? It doesn't affect her main argument, read

 ing David Reimer's story as other than evidence for gender as socially or
 biologically determined. Instead, she reads the story as hopeful and unex
 pected, offering the possibility of being loved through invoking an "I" that
 exceeds anatomy and the norms of gender (Butler 2006, 191-93). However,
 David Reimer's tragic story now has mythic status in the discussion of nature/
 nurture and gender. Since Butler is extremely influential in queer/trans studies,
 and this is the only TSR article to discuss David Reimer, many readers may
 treat her reading as authoritative, seeing Diamond as a reactionary biological
 determinist.8 Diamond is, in fact, an important political ally for gender-variant
 people, explicitly opposing the pathologizing of intersex, transgender, and
 transsexual people, saying they represent healthy variation (Diamond 2005).9
 The errors undermine an important part of Butler's argument-that for Money,
 the presence of the phallus is the essential marker of the man, while for Dia
 mond it is the Y chromosome. She points to other ways of understanding social
 construction and genetics than those offered by these "purveyors of natural and
 normative gender" (Butler 2006, 188). Indeed there are: Diamond himself ar
 gues against normative gender binaries; he sees the whole range of articulations
 of gender, sex, and sexuality as "natural" products that emerge in a social con
 text and that people should be able to live in any gender position they prefer
 (Diamond 2006).1o

 READING BIOLOGY AS CREATIVE OF DIVERSITY

 Just as social-constructionist methodology has been enormously productive in
 the social sciences, so has a reductionist methodology in the physical sciences.
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 However, there are costs: social-constructionist methodology tends to invite
 ontological belief that gender is produced by socialization; reductionist method
 ology tends to invite ontological belief that gender is produced by biology. And
 there are constraints in some fields: for social constructionism with biological
 materialities, for reductionism with complex systems.
 Recent work in social inquiry and biological science demonstrates a reach
 ing out across the disciplinary boundaries. Feminist writers such as Grosz and
 Hird engage with the biological, while biological researchers such as Bagemihl
 and Roughgarden and sexological researchers like Diamond challenge assump
 tions that there are only two sexes, two genders, and two sexualities and that it
 is right to act to normalize difference. Grosz and Hird take up Birke's stress on
 "becoming" and integrate it with an understanding of "new materialism" in
 scientific thought. Grosz sees Darwin's ideas as a source for developing a con
 ception of culture that is not severed from nature, that sees "nature as active
 and dynamic ... as the ground which makes the cultural logically and histor
 ically possible" (Grosz 2005, 52). She argues that the radicality of Darwin's
 ideas has not been appreciated within feminism. Darwin introduced history
 into biology and nature: animals and plants changed from being essential types
 made by God, to variants that develop in interaction and through chance
 events. Biology was no longer like physics or chemistry with their mechanical
 determinism. Instead, the future is always open-ended and indeterminate: no
 certain predictions can be made about how evolution will develop. Any idea of
 necessary progress in evolution disappeared, and humanity was removed from
 the pinnacle of God's creation-just one accidental product of natural selec
 tion among all other living beings. The whole concept of life changes from a
 "static quality to a dynamic process," from "being to becoming," from "essence
 to existence" (36). It is these elements of chance and indeterminacy, develop
 ment in time, and the removal of humans from the center of things that Grosz
 argues for feminism to draw upon. Feminist sociologist Hird discusses a para
 digm shift toward the "new materialism" (Hird 2004, 53) of post-Darwinian
 evolutionary theory that informs much recent biological research. This
 approach stresses diversity instead of conformity, nonlinearity and self-organi
 zation instead of linear causality, and contingency instead of determinism.
 Older evolutionary accounts such as sociobiology stress functionality and ad
 aptation where conformity to laws of nature determines the physical form and
 behavior of living organisms. New materialism stresses diversity-the wide
 range of characteristics produced by variation. Instead of determinism there is a
 shift to "open-endedness and ... emergence" (Grosz in Hird 2004, 56).
 This paradigm shift is not complete: debates between reductionist and ho
 listic approaches to human development have raged since the 1970s-think
 Dawkins versus Gould-and many researchers retain unidirectional causality.
 The shift may be stronger among biological than psychological researchers into
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 sex and gender.11 For example, when studying genetics at the undergraduate
 and honors level, I was taught that chance was vitally important in human
 evolution; that the effects of genetic mutations vary greatly depending on other
 genes, environment, and so on; that gene-environment interaction is almost
 universal. Genetics lecturers carefully refuted ideas of simple genetic causation
 of human behavior, while some behavioral neuroscience lecturers were asser
 tive about genetic determinism. Continuing debates among evolutionary
 biologists include: affirming or repressing diversity (Roughgarden 2004, 15);
 the "subversive philosophical shift" (200) from genes producing the phenotype
 to ecology writing the specification and genes competing to deliver the trait
 (201); the idea of the "master gene" setting off a cascade of development versus
 the idea of "committees of genes" under organismic control (205). The new
 paradigm is strong in analysis of complex systems, creating interdisciplinary
 fields of theory in recent decades, such as developmental systems theory
 (Oyama 1985; Fausto-Sterling 2000, 25-27), complexity theory, and nonlin
 ear dynamics.12 "In complex systems 'the whole is greater than the sum of the
 parts.' What is more these systems possess the properties of emergence, adapta
 tion, and self-organization" (Bonchev and Rouvray 2005, vi). Computer models
 of biological systems that integrate dozens of mostly nonlinear variables "are:
 imitations of reality that represent at best individual realizations of complex
 processes in which stochasticity, contingency, and nonlinearity underlie a di
 versity of possible outcomes" (Levin et al. 1997, 334). Rather than linear
 models of stasis or constant growth or decline, we have nonlinear models of
 cyclical change or of chaotic development. This shift toward a nonlinear, dy
 namic, and contingent understanding of biological development seems to have
 passed by many social analysts. Trans studies can benefit from following the
 path of feminist studies of science that have engaged with biology, and feminist
 and trans studies can learn from and provide energy, momentum, and contri
 butions toward developing the new paradigm.
 Both Bagemihl's Biological Exuberance (1999) and Roughgarden's Evolution's

 Rainbow (2004) provide examinations of sex and gender diversity in human
 and nonhuman animals that are underutilized resources for a feminist and trans

 refiguring of the sex-as-fixed/gender-as-mutable binary. Bagemihl proposes that
 biology is wildly excessive and wasteful, with diversity always bursting out at
 the seams. Biodiversity increases the vitality and stability of any biological sys
 tem. The "capacity for behavioral plasticity-including homosexuality-may
 strengthen the ability of a species to respond 'creatively"' to a changing world
 (Bagemihl 1999, 251). Ideas of adaptive, functional heterosexual "norms" of
 sex and gender and pathological, nonadaptive, nonfunctional anomalies are
 replaced by a heterogeneous continuum. The rich array of homosexual, bisex
 ual, nonreproductive heterosexual, transsexual, and transgendered behaviors
 documented in over 300 animals destroys arguments that only monogamous
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 heterosexuality is "natural." Roughgarden also stresses sex and gender diversity,
 but situates it within mainstream evolutionary theory, arguing that heterosex
 ual and homosexual activity has adaptive functions that improve the fitness
 of the species. She attacks Darwin's idea of sexual selection of "coy females
 and ardent males" as of limited relevance to most species. Social evolution
 is a chaotic, nonlinear process that gives rise to multiple, evolutionarily
 stable combinations of sexed bodies and gendered behaviors (Roughgarden
 2004, 177).13 Highly critical of evolutionary psychology as based on dogmas
 rather than evidence and for naturalizing injustice such as rape, Roughgarden
 also criticizes sociologists who "violate the primary narratives they record" by
 not taking "transgendered people at their word" (382-84) that their transg
 endered (or transsexual in my usage) identity has a biological basis. Biology and
 evolution throw up a rainbow of diversity that cannot be "tstuffled] into two
 small categories of gender and sexuality"-the "rainbow always has more
 colors than society has categories." Social scientists have the opposite view
 that "society produces difference among people who are biologically the
 same" (396).

 In these approaches biology produces sex and gender diversity in processes
 that are nonlinear, chaotic, dynamic, and indeterminate. This paradigm un
 dermines the determinism of sociobiology and evolutionary psychology,
 offering rich resources for feminist and trans analysis. Heteronormative and
 sexist assumptions in biological science have hidden animal sex and gender
 variance-similar to the human "hidden history" uncovered by gay, lesbian,
 and trans historians. Rather than a fundamental split between humans and an
 imals, nature and culture, we see continuity: animals with culture; humans who
 are natural, biological beings. Biology is no longer figured as constraint, but as
 capacity. Nature is active and dynamic, and in Grosz's words "culture is the gift
 of nature." Nature does not limit culture-it provokes and incites it by posing
 problems and questions that are addressed in a multitude of variations (Grosz
 2005, 47-49).

 RE-READING BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON TRANS

 There is no generally agreed etiological paradigm for trans. Currently the most
 influential is the "brain-sex" theory for a gender identity network in the brain
 (Zhou et al. 1995; Reed 2006). Hybrid theories are most common-biological
 predispositions of some kind interact with triggers in infancy, puberty, and
 adulthood in the context of culturally specific available identity possibilities for
 cross-gender expression. The views of trans women biologists Serano and
 Roughgarden, trans man sociologist Devor, and trans positive sexologist Dia
 mond seem broadly compatible here. Developmental psychology approaches
 don't have to be counterposed to some level of biological predisposition. What
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 is considered is how people with particularly sexed bodies (including, poten
 tially, brains) achieve gender in a particular social context. Gender acquisition
 is most intense in the first few years after birth, which is also when the brain is

 rapidly growing and forming permanent neural patterns (Devor 1989, 30).
 While there "may be a biological basis for transsexualism in at least some peo
 ple" (Devor 1997, 66), there must be multiple pathways to transsexuality and
 that the best guess is that "transsexuality exists because the natural world loves
 diversity" (67). Like many trans people, Serano is personally drawn to the
 brain-sex hypothesis, because it best explains her own experiences (Serano
 2007, 81). However, she draws on her work as a geneticist to argue that
 biological and social influences can't be fully teased apart (324) and that
 any research supporting a purely biological etiology is "speculation rather
 than science" (325). Instead, biology produces a broad spectrum of potential
 behaviors that is compatible with gender diversity. Gender identity is like a
 cognitive lens-who the baby focuses on as a tutor-"degrees of transgender
 identity, and of gender variance generally, reflect different degrees of single
 mindedness in the selection of the tutor's gender" (245). Gender identity de
 pends both on brain state and early post-natal experience. Finding an organic
 counterpart to some of the sex and gender variation is valuable, but as Rough
 garden asks, "Why do some people find us more believable once the organic
 connection is evident?" (Roughgarden 2004, 243). These approaches outline
 the interaction of the biological and the social in producing gender variance as
 diversity.

 Neurology Professor Dick Swaab's lab in Amsterdam has produced the most
 cited pieces of research for a neurological basis for transsexuality. These two
 papers on a part of the hypothalamus (BSTc) (Zhou et al. 1995; Kruijver et al.
 2000) rely on only six to eight trans people and have not been replicated.
 Based on a larger sample of nontrans people they are convincing in showing a
 strong sexual dimorphism-adult men have a BSTc that is 30-40% larger
 and has more neurons than adult women, with only a small overlap.
 They showed a strong sex-reversed pattern for trans people. However, the
 researchers were surprised to find that the sex difference in the BSTc does
 not occur until after puberty, which they acknowledge leaves open the possi
 bility that it is gender-identity formation that determines BSTc development
 rather than vice versa (Chung, De Vries, and Swaab 2002). Despite this
 lack of a clear direction of causation, some activists use this research to
 argue that they have a medical condition (an intersex brain) rather than a psy
 chiatric condition. This legitimates changes in treatment and status: away from
 mental illness; public or private insurance coverage for treatment; and
 legal gender change. This deployment of the essentialist argument can be
 quite problematic politically, as it feeds into the transgender/transsexual di
 chotomy. These activists sometimes use it in a binary way-those who go the
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 "whole way" to genital surgery and are seen as having a sex-reversed brain are
 privileged. 14
 However, the evidence can be read differently.15 Within an interactionist

 approach many factors produce a continuum of sex and gender effects. It is not
 additive-x% genes plus y% intra-uterine hormonal experience plus z% early
 psychosocial experience, but transformaive-factors interact in a complex non
 linear, contingent manner to produce unique combinations of sexed bodies and
 brains, gender identities, and social relations of intersubjective recognition.
 The best of biological and neurological researchers see this-but tend to de
 scribe an ahistorical biological predisposition that plays out differently in
 different cultural contexts-hijra in India, two-spirit people among Native
 Americans, and trans people in the West. Swaab, for example, comes across as
 a relatively linear biological determinist in public lectures and papers, but in an
 interview (Swaab 2007) he was quite different, saying that the BSTc was not a
 gender-identity center, but most likely part of a gender-identity network in the
 brain. He raised the idea of a gender-identity scale like the Kinsey scale-so
 rather than a dichotomy of men and women and some people who swap, there
 would be a continuum along which all people are distributed. There
 could be brain-sex reversals at various different points in the gender-identity
 network. Different combinations of these may correlate with various
 kinds of trans lived experience, and with those of people who identify as non
 trans, but have a weaker attachment to their gender identity. This approach
 contradicts activists who take Swaab's research as evidence for a biologically
 based transgender/transsexual binary. It can still be a variant of biological
 determinism, but of an order different from simplistic linear reductionism.
 Swaab also stressed that there is no nature/nurture or gene/environment
 division for him-brains develop always and only in interaction. Every
 brain function forms through a developmental process where neuronal growth
 results from the organism's control of gene action in response to experiential
 stimuli-neurons grow processes (extensions) that form synapses with other
 neurons, die off, and regroup in a complex whirl of chance, experience, and
 genes. So there is no simple way to set out a path of causation. I asked why
 homozygotic ("identical") twins are not identical for sexual orientation or gen
 der identity-at most half the homozygotic twins of gay or trans people are also
 gay or trans.

 There is a gross morphological difference already at the moment
 of birth, which means that the genetic information is only a
 small part of the information which leads to the structure of the
 brain. (Swaab 2007)

 This response locates the cause of sexual orientation or gender identity in
 brain structure, but that structure is itself a product of a socially influenced
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 development process. This neuronal plasticity extends for much longer than
 previously thought, for example in the rapid remobilization of neuronal repre
 sentation after amputation in adults. The BSTc research doesn't have to be
 about a simple biological cause for transsexuality: it can be about how neuro
 logical development is both a cause and an effect of social identity. When we
 overlay on this other aspects of sexed and gendered identity-sexual orienta
 tion, gender expression, and role-we start to see a rich and complex
 bio-psycho-social interactive system.
 Body image, phantom limbs, and "agnosia" (or "neglect") have excited

 interest from feminist and trans theorists. Body image has functioned as a
 crucial mediator between dualisms of body/brain, body/mind, brain/mind,
 and self/other in feminist and trans appropriations of Merleau-Ponty.
 In this view consciousness is always expressed through a body. Examining
 the complex interactions of biology, neurology, and psychology in constructing
 a sexed body image has potential to valorize transsexual, bodily, lived
 experience, without descent into simple biological determinism. Grosz's
 reading of body image as the "radical inseparability of biological from psychic
 elements" (Grosz 1994, 85) and especially her treatment of phantom
 limbs (where a limb is felt to be there after amputation) and agnosia ("forget
 ting" of a body part) has been influential on trans writers (Prosser 1998; Rubin
 1998), despite Grosz's description of MTF transsexual experience as at best a
 "fantasy of femininity" (Grosz 1994, 207). However, Grosz does not consider
 neurological literature after that discussed by Merleau-Ponty, who clearly closely
 followed the current scientific literature. More recent neurology of phantom limbs
 (Ramachandran and Hirstein 1998) proposes a multifactor theory where the
 brain weighs evidence from multiple sources: stump neurons, remapping, motor
 discharges, genetic innate body image, and vivid somatic memories. When these
 factors don't reinforce one another, the individual may experience phantom
 limbs. There is a complex interaction of genetic, intra-uterine, and life-course,
 experiential factors.
 Developing a sense of the transsexual body as agnosic or phantomized (Pros

 ser 1998, 78-85) is important for understanding many transsexual people's
 absolute need to change the body. The body image is the psychic representa
 tion of the body for the subject. There can be a difference between the body
 image and the corporeal body-but it is the body image that we act on in the
 world. This split exists for many transsexual people, and the felt body comes to
 be more important than the seen one (Rubin 1998, 270). This is reflected in
 the almost universal female-to-male experience of feeling "betrayed" by their
 body during puberty (Rubin 2003, 93). Recent neurological research proposes
 that the feeling of disconnection from the sexed body has a clear neurological
 correlate in some transsexual people (Ramachandran 2008). It indicates that
 trans women have a much lower rate of phantom penis after genital reassign
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 ment surgery (GRS)-30%-than men who have had their penis amputated
 due to cancer 60%. An astonishing 60% of trans men report a phantom penis
 prior to GRS and only 10% report a phantom breast after GRS compared with
 30% of women after mastectomy for breast cancer. Ramachandran reads this as
 strong evidence for an innate, genetically or hormonally determined, "hard
 wired" brain basis for both sexed body image and gender identity-that there is
 literally a "man's brain in a woman's body" or vice versa. Like Diamond and
 Swaab, Ramachandran argues that trans people are not abnormal, but part of
 the natural range of human gender variation, and in this he is clearly an ally of
 gender-variant people against pathologization. It is possible, I argue, to read this
 study somewhat differently-as evidence that there are complex interactions in
 which biological factors certainly play a role in forming unique gender identi
 ties. Criticisms can be made of the research from within a neurological
 framework-for example, sample size and that GRS comprises operations
 different from penile or breast amputation. Perhaps more importantly from
 the perspective of gender diversity, not all transsexual people-let alone all
 gender-variant people-experience phantoms or agnosia, so there is no simple
 correspondence from a gender-dissonant body image to GRS. However, the
 research provides valuable potential grounds for a phenomenological reading
 that respects the lived experience of trans people.

 CONCLUSION

 Much feminist and trans theory that identifies social-constructionist analysis of
 gender with socialization theory rejects biological arguments around gender
 development as essentialist and thus necessarily reactionary. This leads to
 establishing a false dichotomy of subversive transgender and conservative
 transsexual, which exhibits two flawed faces-one that valorizes the gender
 outlaws at the expense of those who get on with their lives; and the other
 that restricts legal rights to those who irreversibly change their bodies.
 Feminist theorists such as Haraway, Grosz, and Hird provide new conceptual

 strategies that undermine dualist conceptions of nature/culture and materiality/
 construction. Engaging with "new materialist" biology, with its stress on non
 linearity, contingency, diversity, and open-endedness, allows an understanding
 of gender development as an intertwined biological and social process of trans
 formation. This opens the way to understanding trans differently-seeing
 all gender variance as a healthy part of human variation, not as pathology or
 disorder.

 Re-reading biological research on trans can mean seeing the drive to alter
 the sexed body as having a clear neurological correlate that is not dichotomous,
 but diverse. Such a framework can contribute to a trans politics as an alliance
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 for social and legal recognition for all gender-variant people and to redressing
 inadequacies in theorization of the body.

 Notes

 For comments on drafts I would like to thank Anthony Smith, Carolyn D'Cruz, and
 especially Kerreen Reiger?without whose indefatigable practical, theoretical, and emo
 tional support I could not have completed this paper.

 1. This article generally uses: "transgender" for an identity that disrupts male and
 female categories; "transsexual" for an identity of crossing to the "other" gender posi
 tion; "trans" as an umbrella term; "trans woman" to refer to a person born in a male body
 who lives as a woman; and "trans man" to refer to a person born in a female body who
 lives as a man. These terms are often disputed and used differently?some people who
 identify as transgender modify their bodies and "pass" most of the time. Some people
 who identify as "with transsexualism" follow Stone's (1991) injunction to own their
 whole history and reject the privilege of passing.

 2. Exceptions include specific discussion of biology, for example the work of fem
 inist biologists such as Rogers (1999) or Fausto-Sterling (2000), feminist studies of
 science such as Bleier (1984), Wijngaard (1997), Hird (2004), and Wilson (2004), and
 discussions of reproduction (O'Brien 1981).

 3. The argument in the paper accords with findings emerging in current empirical
 studies for a Ph.D. thesis, although interview data are rarely cited as analysis is at an early
 stage.

 4. Theories about maternal influence ( S toller 1966), circulating hormone levels,
 H-Y antigen, and LH feedback mechanisms have all been discredited by subsequent ev
 idence (Gooren 2006).

 5. Rachael Wallbank is much more nuanced than the HBS people. In an inter
 view and subsequent email she said:

 Transgender, as a form of gender expression, also probably has a bio
 logical basis; evidenced by people undertaking trans/pan/queer gender
 expression against predominant self-interest. However, I still distin
 guish the predicament of diverse (trans/pan/queer) gender expression
 from transsexualism and some other predicaments of diverse sexual
 formation where Sex Affirmation Treatment, including genital re
 assignment surgery, is a medical necessity, on the bases of their signifi
 cantly different health, medical, legal and human rights implications. I
 maintain that the cultural and legal protection of this kind of diverse
 gender expression is best managed by universal anti-discrimination law
 protecting all who express diverse forms of gender expression, inclusive
 of trans/pan/queer gender expression, from discrimination and abuse.
 There are inherent legal and cultural difficulties in recognising trans
 gender expression?for example a male who contentedly retains his
 functioning male body (inclusive of penis and testes) but lives socially
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 as a woman?as a legal identity, let alone as Legal Sex. Apart from the
 difficulty of granting a recorded legal status to the inherently imperma
 nent state of diverse (trans/pan/queer) gender expression, in Australia,
 as in most other countries, an individual's Legal Sex is meant to say
 something conclusive and culturally intelligible about the individual's
 physical body and its social and sexual potential as either a male or
 female human being. Legal Sex is not solely, or even predominantly,
 concerned with self-identification; especially when such self-identifi
 cation is either contrary to that person's physical body and sexual
 potential or is not intelligible within the terms of the male/female sex
 ual dichotomy. Contrary to popular misconception the UK Gender
 Recognition Act, with all its defects and the abuse of human rights it
 incorporates by linking legal identity rights to a mental disorder diag
 nosis, does not challenge this last assertion.

 6. My Ph.D. thesis research to be completed in 2009 examines the political
 and social implications of the production, dissemination, and reception of scientific
 knowledge about a biological basis for trans, involving interviews with biological, neu
 rological, psychological, and social researchers and clinicians and trans advocates.

 7. Butler's main sources are two March 1997 articles, one from the New York Times

 (Angier 1997) and one by Diamond and Sigmundson, which can seem to support
 Butler's argument:

 any 46-chromosome XY individual born with a normal nervous system
 ... should be raised as male. Surgery to repair any genital problem ...
 should be conducted in accord with this paradigm. (Diamond and Sig
 mundson 1997b, 302)

 Angier quotes intersex activist Cheryl Chase:

 Diamond's recommendations aren't going to help .... clinicians ...
 will start assigning more of them as males, and doing a different sort of
 horrible intervention. ... They can't conceive of leaving someone
 alone. (Angier 1997)

 This was a misinterpretation, as Diamond and Sigmundson also recommended
 "counselling rather than immediate surgery and sex reassignment" (1997b,
 302). In October 1997 they recommended that social sex assignment should
 vary for each specific circumstance?not at all equating a Y chromosome with
 male sex assignment.

 Perform no major surgery for cosmetic reasons alone; only for condi
 tions related to physical/medical health. ... wait until puberty or after
 when the patient is able to give truly informed consent. ... do not
 remove gonads. (Diamond and Sigmundson 1997a, 1047)

 Diamond's work since then supports this stand. Intersex advocate organizations

 carry positive references to his work (ISNA 2008). In 2006 he responded to
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 Butler and summarized his view of gender development as formed by biological
 predispositions interacting with experience (Diamond 2006).

 8. Butler revised the original GLQ article (2001) for Undoing Gender (2004),
 without altering her depiction of Diamond. The TSR editors reprinted the original, but
 could have included a footnote correcting the assessment of Diamond.

 9. On my reading, Butler and Diamond have only minor disagreements about the
 practical issues of legal gender change; removal of GID from the DSM; access to health
 insurance; organizing against transphobic violence; and so on.

 10. He reproached Germaine Greer for saying that Complete Androgen Insensi
 tivity Syndrome women are not women: "Educated to think in binary terms, you are
 slow to recognize that there are common medical conditions that move human beings
 away from the typical male and female" (Diamond 2000). These women have XY chro
 mosomes, but their bodies cannot respond to androgens, so they have female external
 genitalia. They almost always develop an unambiguously female gender identity.

 11. Much psychological research into sex and gender, especially in popularizations
 of it, retains unidirectional causality from genes and intra-uterine hormones to adult
 behaviors, with environment only a modifier; for example, see Wilson and Rahman
 2005; Brizendine 2006. Unidirectionality is challenged by research showing that brain
 structures are shaped by experience throughout life (Breedlove and Jordan 2001). There
 is little research on how experience affects brain structures theorized as implicated in sex
 and gender. Perhaps it is harder to design testable hypotheses for behavior affecting
 brain structure than vice versa?but doing so is also foreign to the dominant paradigm of
 prenatal hormonal causation of sex, gender, and sexuality variations.

 12. For an accessible introduction see http://www.calresco.org/sos/sosfaq.htm
 (accessed February 5, 2009).

 13. Roughgarden sharply differs here from Grosz, who welcomes sexual selection as
 underpinning irreducible sexual difference in humans (Grosz 2004, 65-68). This ap
 proach earlier led her to argue that trans women can never have the lived experience of
 a woman (Grosz 1994, 207).

 14. Wallbank argued this way in a legal case that won the right for Australian
 transsexual people to marry?if they have had irreversible surgical and hormonal treat
 ment (Wallbank 2004).

 15. This research has not been fiercely debated in psychological and feminist
 literature as was Simon LeVay's similar research on the "gay hypothalamus" (LeVay
 1991).
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